Research Finds that 68% of Shoppers Feel
Disappointed with Freshness of their Grocery
Shop
Blue Yonder research reveals the fresh opportunity for grocery
London, Blue Yonder, 15th December 2016 - A international survey of 4,000 consumers
from Blue Yonder, a cloud-based provider of predictive applications for retail, looked at
shopping experiences online, in the supermarkets, in the discount retailers and in the
mass merchants in the USA, UK, France and Germany.
The research found that:
•

•
•
•

While 68% of shoppers have felt disappointed with the freshness of their grocery
shop, 81% of grocery retail professionals are confident they are delivering the
right experience in Fresh. This highlights a gap between perception and reality.
Even more concerning for retail, 54% of shoppers have been put off a particular
grocery brand due to unsatisfactory freshness.
This rises to 74% when shopping with the discounters.
The younger generations are less forgiving, with 70% of 16-35 year olds stating
they are put off by lack of freshness versus 42% of over 55s.

There were also interesting regional comparisons: Germany had the highest standards in
terms of fresh with 62% stating they are put off shopping with a brand when they do not
deliver the right fresh experience, versus just 45% in the USA, 53% in France and 55% in
the UK.

Grocery retail is struggling with Fresh
The research is set against a backdrop of declining retail profitability and significant
changes in consumer lifestyles. Retailers are under pressure to deliver the best freshness
and optimal availability to their customers, while also turning a profit.
Professor Feindt, Blue Yonder’s founder, says: “The real battle for grocery success lies in
fresh and getting that right profitably. We’ve seen the younger generations are
demanding a better experience in fresh and it is up to the grocery retailer to deliver. 40
per cent of grocery revenue is driven by fresh, according to the latest McKinsey report: get
this right and the rest will follow, including the customer and profits.”

How to overcome these challenges with machine learning?
Christoph Glatzel, senior partner, McKinsey says: “Most traditional supply-chain planning
systems take a fixed, rule-based approach to forecasting and replenishment. Such an
approach works well enough for stable and predictable product categories, but fresh
food is more complicated.
“Machine learning – based on algorithms that allows computers to “learn“ from data even
without rules-based programming - allows retailers to automate formerly manual
processes and dramatically improve the accuracy of forecasts and orders.“
Only by using machine learning will grocery retail keep pace with the increasing number
daily decisions needed in fresh. Machine learning also uses and learns from the large
amounts of internal and external data to make the best decisions and balance availability,
waste, customer experience, margins and profit.
To download the full findings and whitepaper, please click here.

Contact
For more information, please contact Sian Hobday or Claire Williamson on
blueyonder@brightbee.co.uk or +44 (0)20 8819 3170.

About Blue Yonder
Blue Yonder is the leading provider of cloud-based predictive applications for retail. Every
day, we deliver decisions to our customers that boost revenues, increase margins and
enable rapid responses to changing market dynamics. Our replenishment and pricing
solutions are driven by sophisticated machine learning algorithms, developed by one of
the largest teams of PhD-level data scientists in retail. Founded in 2008 in Karlsruhe,
Germany, by former CERN scientist Professor Michael Feindt, Blue Yonder now operates in
both Europe and the United States. We are backed by leading private equity firm Warburg
Pincus and the Otto Group In 2014, we established the Data Science Academy to provide
businesses with relevant data science know-how for retail. Blue Yonder has been awarded
the Gartner Cool Vendor Award 2015, the Experton Big Data Leader Award 2016 and the
BT Retail Week Technology Award, among many others.
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